ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Approximate analogical reasoning (AAR) introduced by I. B. Turksen and Z. Zhong [1] suggests a new approach to the development of fuzzy expert systems. It has the advantage of replacing the Zadeh's compositional rule of inference (CRI). Modification functions in AAR determine the approximate consequents. However, there is a related basic problem of concern. This concern is a result of large knowledge bases with many rules.
where i = 1, 2 ..... I, and I is the number of rules; A' is an observation and A i ~ C i is the ith rule in the rule base. L. A. Zadeh [10] [11] suggested CRI which is a particular realization of the generalized modus ponens:
A'o(Ai ~ Ci) = C;; c' = ~c~, ~ ~ {A, v}.
Following Zadeh's idea, a great deal of research has been carried out on the general form of this inference. For example, early works include Baldwin [12] and Gaines [13] who see the fuzzy implication through the perspective of multivalued logic. In recent years, Turksen and Zhong [1] suggested approximate analogical reasoning (AAR). In AAR, the basic idea is expressed as follows:
If a similarity measure (SM) between A' and A i is larger than a prespecified threshold a, then the rule R i is fired, i.e.,
SM(A', A i) > a, I--R i fired,
i = 1,2,..., I
Suppose we have r rules fired. This in turn leads to a modification of the right hand side based on a modification function (MF) as follows:
MF(Cp SM(A', Aj)) = C)
, for all the rules n O), j = 1,2,...,r, to be fired.
Finally, all C~ so modified are combined by a combination operator, such as ~{A,V}, C'= ~ {C~}, j = 1,2 ..... r. J Thus if there are r rules fired on the basis of the threshold a, instead of computing A' o(A ~ C), we first calculate a similarity measure between A' and A j, and then modify the consequents C}, j = 1, 2,..., r, with the similarity between A' and Aj. Finally, we obtain the consequent C' with an S or T combination of modified C~, j = 1, 2 ..... r [1] .
In this paper, fuzzy clustering and hence rule base restructuring are investigated from the perspective of both the compositional rule of inference (CRI) and the approximate analogical reasoning (AAR).
FUZZY CLUSTERING FOR SINGLE ANTECEDENT S-IMPLICATIONS
In this section, we consider the restructuring of a rule base that contains only a single antecedent with S-implication. We highlight our basic theory for restructuring the fuzzy rule base only for compositional tolerance and Fuzzy Cluster Analysis and Rule Base Reorganization 171 similarity relations. It should be noted that we will not discuss analogical tolerance and similarity relations for the single antecedent case simply because it is a special case of the multi-antecedent case. The case of the multi-antecedent rule base will be considered in section 4 where both the compositional tolerance and similarity relations are discussed in detail.
Suppose we have a rule base in the following form: On the basis of this, the relational matrix is computed for the rule R (1), say, with Kleene-Dienes form of implication and point-valued fuzzy sets as follows: 
Basic Concepts
In order to develop the fuzzy cluster algorithm, we introduce in a brief review some basic concepts, such as tolerance relation and similarity relation.
DEFINITION 1 Suppose F is a fuzzy relation, elements of which are fq and ifF satisfies:
(1) reflexivity, fii = 1;
then F is a fuzzy similarity relation [2] [3].
The issues concerning transitivity have been discussed in a number of papers. Zadeh [2] studied the max-min transitivity by forming transitive closure. Bezdek [3] proposed general properties of transitivity on the basis of different compositional operators. Here we simply concentrate on max-min transitivity originally presented by Zadeh, since the algorithms proposed in this paper can provide a tolerance relation [2] for rule bases of our concern.
DEFINITION 2 Suppose F is a fuzzy relation, elements of which are fq and if F satisfies:
(1) reflexivity, f/i = 1; (2) symmetry, fij = fii; then F is the fuzzy tolerance relation [14] .
Here we generate F by introducing the nearness measure. 
DEFINITION 3 If ~(U) is a fuzzy power set on U, and mapping
p=l 1=1
Generally, a fuzzy relation F generated by the nearness measure is reflexive and symmetric, but seldom is transitive.
Compositional Tolerance and Similarity Relations
As indicated in the beginning of this section, we will concentrate on compositional case in this section to illustrate our whole theory. However, the following theory still holds for all the cases including multi-antecedent case. We will give an example for single antecedent rule base restructuring with analogical tolerance relation in section 7. (2) , then the fuzzy relation F with its element fij defined as: [5] . We illustrate this in section 7.1, formula (7).
THEOREM 1 Suppose we have a rule base in form (1) and the nearness measure between two rules R (i) and R (j) follows Definition 3 and expression
fij = Nr( R(i), R(J)), Vi,
Cluster Analysis
These two theorems provide us with the algorithms to compute the similarity relation ~-from F. Based on this fuzzy similarity relation ~, we partition the rules into different clusters by applying the following (s c, r/) operators to ~.
We derive P-cut fuzzy relations as follows: This theorem suggests that we can adjust our partition accuracy by changing P-cut. The larger the P-cut, the finer the partition will be. Moreover, the partitions are well formed and nested. EXAMPLE Suppose that we get two partitions when a = 0.60 and/3 = 0.85 with a-cut fuzzy relations as shown in section 7.1. formula (8) . We have: Finally, we need to determine a cluster center to represent each cluster. Selection of cluster centers can be arbitrary, but it should yield an optimal partition. An optimal partition is normally expressed in terms of an optimization criterion:
Suppose we have a partition F with cluster centers
where I1 indicates the number of cluster centers, and Bj represents the jth cluster center rule which is a matrix in reality in the rule base as illustrated in section 3 as shown in form (1.1). The fuzzy cluster partition (F, B) is said to be optimized, when the value function
is minimized, where aij ~ [0, 1] indicates the membership of ith rule belonging to jth cluster, II. II is usually assumed to be a class of any differentiable norms on F, usually inner product induced norm [4] .
By optimizing the value function J~(F, B), we get cluster centers in terms of linear combination of rules in the corresponding clusters. The algorithm suggested in [4] is an iterative one, yielding an optimal cluster center when iteration error converges into the predefined tolerance range.
For simplicity, we modify the algorithm by finding a rule in a cluster to be the cluster center as follows:
Let:
1, ifR (°~By; 
J~(F,B)= ~ ~ (aij)~llR(i)-Bjll= ~ ~ (aij)~llR
so J~(F, B) S, 11 Js(F, Bj), where J~(F, Bj) r = j=a = Ey=IlIR (i) -Bill, and I' is the number of rules in jth cluster since (aij) ~ is either one or zero depending on whether or not R (i) is in the jth cluster. Here Ja(F, Bj) is the subvalue function for jth cluster with /31. as a cluster center. Note that Bj can be any rule in the corresponding cluster. J~(F, B) is a linear combination of all subvalue functions. Therefore, the optimization of the overall value function equals to the summary of the optimization of the decomposed subvalue functions. In other words, if, in every cluster, the value function reaches its optimal point with a cluster center, then the whole rule base will have an optimal partition with those cluster centers.
FUZZY CLUSTERING FOR MULTI-ANTECEDENT IMPLICATIONS
In this section, we extend implication forms to more than one antecedent and single consequent. Suppose we have a rule base with the following form: It should be noticed that if a tolerance relation can be derived from a rule base, then the algorithms for deriving similarity relation and cluster analysis will be exactly the same as those presented in section 3. Therefore, we mainly concentrate our study on deriving fuzzy tolerance relation in the following sections.
In order to get a tolerance relation, we suggest two methodologies. One is the compositional tolerance relation, and the other is the analogical tolerance relation.
Compositional Tolerance Relation
The compositional tolerance relation is the tolerance relation developed by direct composition of rules. A compositional matrix will be derived, no matter what implication is applied in the composition of the fuzzy rules, e.g., S-implication or R-implication. In our case, each rule in form (3) can be composed to be a K + 1 dimensional matrix, say 12 i. Without losing generality, we suppose that the number of membership value is P = L = A over each of the base axis. The nearness measure is defined as follows. • ". fii = CNr(i, i) = 1; 2) symmetry: From Definition 5, it is easy to verify that
DEFINITION 5 For two K + 1 dimensional matrices 12 i and ~'~j, the compositional nearness measure of f~i and fl/, CNr(i, j) is defined as:
1 CNr(i, j) = 1 ~ I[~i-~yll (4) VA~^* ,,CNr(i, j) = CNr( j, i), therefore f~i = CNr(i, j) = CNr(j, i) = fi?
Analogical Tolerance Relation with S-implication
The analogical tolerance relation is defined with the concept of analogical reasoning. Suppose we again take the rule base in form (3) . First, we define the nearness measure between two linguistic terms. There are many ways to define the nearness (see Appendix). DEFINITION Before we get to the analogical nearness, we need to introduce a corollary, which is essential for the analogical nearness definition since all S-implications contain the complement of its antecedent.
COROLLARY 1 for all A~tk ) and A~tk '), the following property holds:
Correspondingly, we define analogical nearness measure of two rules in the rule base. 
Analogical Tolerance Relation with R-Implication
As indicated in section 2.1., for the rules in a fuzzy rule base, we can apply different implications. According to Whalen and Schott [7] , S-implication is based on the "or" operator that is defined by 180 I.B. Tiirksen and S. Jiang S-norm, including Kleene-Dienes, Probabilistic and Lukasiewicz. The S-implication implies an identity between "If A Then C" and "Not A OR C". The R-implication does not postulate this identity. When the Rimplication is applied, then we need to generate analogical nearness corresponding to the specified implication.
Whalen and Schott suggested in their paper [7] that the implications which do not postulate an identity between "If A Then C" and "Not A OR C" are R-implications, which define the modus ponens operator in terms of T-norm and derive the implication operators to fit. Smets and Magrez [15] also studied the T-norm playing S-norm role in implication in the sense of imposing a truth value domain on the propositional predicates. In the light of these two papers, no matter what implication operators are chosen, R-implications impose a T-norm based modus ponens. Therefore, in our situation, the combination of antecedent analogical nearness and consequent analogical nearness is basically T-norm.
According to Hall [16] , generally R-implication is defined in the following form:
In the light of this definition, we can define our analogical nearness based on R-implication as follows.
DEFINITION 8 For an R-implication and for two K antecedent and 1 consequent rules, the analogical nearness of the two rules ANr(i, j) is ANr(i, j) = Sup x[T kylmNr( A~), A~')) ,x < mNr(C~°),C~°'))} the parameters are the same as those defined in Definition 7.
For the R-implication, we develop the corresponding analogical nearness for the cluster analysis. It should be noticed that not all the ANt(i, j) derived from R-implication can induce a cluster analysis. In fact, we find that there is a very strict restriction imposed on ANt(i, j) for cluster analysis. The following proposition describes the condition for cluster analysis• DEFINITION Therefore, no matter whether two rules are similar or not, they are treated as identical. This is not reasonable, or not discriminating.
V i, j ~ I, ANr(i, j) derived from analogical nearness forms a reasonable tolerance relation when the following condition is satisfied: ANr(i,j) = 1, iff 0 mNr(A~),A~ )) = 1 and mNr(C}°),C~ °')) -= 1 PROPOSITION Vi, j ~ I, for ANr(i, j) derived from R-implication, ANr(i, j) can provide a reasonable tolerance relation if-f:

K
mNr(A~ ), A~ ')) > mNr(C} °', C}°' k=l when mNr(A!t~ ), A~tk ')) ~ 1 and mNr(C} °~, C~ °')) -~ 1.
Proof Let IZt mNr(A~tk ), A}~ '~) = a, mNr(C} °~, C~ °'~) = b then according to Definition 8, we have
ANr(i,j) = Sup{xlT(a,x) ~ b}.
Suppose U mNr( A!~, A~.~ ')) < mNr(C} °), C~°')), i.e., a _< b .'. T(a, x) < T(b, x) < T(b,
Later in section 7, we will show an example based on analogical nearness derived from Brouwer R-implication• It will not derive a discriminating tolerance relation for cluster analysis because this condition is not satisfied. In the same example, we show that the rules which satisfy the condition do in fact induce a cluster analysis.
RESTRUCTURING AND SEARCH
We now derive the schema for rule base restructuring and rule firing. Schema for rule base restructuring is concerned with the rule-structure generation by applying fuzzy cluster analysis, whereas schema for rule firing is concerned with the rule matching under a given rule base structure.
Schema for Rule Base Restructuring
Suppose we have a rule base expressed in form (3), then
Step 1: Calculate ANr(i, j), i, j ~ I, by pairwise computation according to Definition 7 or Definition 8, and form the matrix F = {f/j} = {ANr(i, j)} or CNr(i, j) according to Definition 5, and form the matrix F = {f/j} = {CNr(i, j)};
Step 2: Compute ~-= F (l-a). Here we use simple composition, i.e., F(i) = F(i-1) oF, i = 1,2,..., I -1; Step 3: Apply ~: or 7/operator to threshold a and get a partition 91/~. This matrix contains only O's or l's; Step 4: Check if the partition is satisfactory, otherwise adjust a value and go back to step 3. There is an approximate criterion to judge if the number of clusters is somewhat optimal. Roughly, the number of clusters should equal to the square root of number of rules in the rule base (see section 6.2); Step 5: Calculate the distance II. II in every cluster by arbitrarily choosing a rule to be the center of one cluster. Select the partition which yields the minimum norm in all computations. Then the rule base will contain only cluster centers, where each cluster center will be linked by the set of rules in its cluster.
Schema for Rule Firing
Suppose we have an observation U A~ )'. If we combine the observation before the search, then the schema to fire a rule is based on exhaustive search as follows:
Step Step 3: Calculate the similarity measure between El A(~ )' and left-hand side of B~ (u), where B~ u) is uth rule in sth cluster which so far yields the highest similarity. Then choose the maximum SM among u, which is the highest similarity that the whole rule base can offer. Note that rule matching in this reconstructed rule base is more efficient than the original one. For example, suppose we have a rule base with six rules, and we duster them into three clusters, each has two rules. In original rule base to fire a rule, we have to search six rules. Now we only have to search three rules if error is within the tolerance, or four rules at most.
There are other search methods [17] [18] where we do not need to combine the antecedents of an observation or antecedents of a rule before computing the similarity measures. We can however adapt our search schema according to the different search methods, which can save search time and memory.
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF THE ALGORITHMS
Complexity of Clustering
In order to measure the cost of executing a program, we usually define a complexity (or cost) function F, where F(n) is either a measure of the time required to execute the algorithm on a problem of size n, or is a measure of memory space required for such execution. In this paper, our concern will be with time complexity of the algorithm. The complexity of algorithm is measured in basic units, such as number of multiplications, additions, comparisons, or square roots.
For the clustering algorithm based on analogical nearness, no matter what kind of implication is adopted, according to the Definition, 6, 7, 8 , the complexity for generating tolerance is as follows:
(1) Computing rnNr(A~ ), A~tk')), we need additions: 1 + 2A; multiplications: 1 + A; square roots: 1. Symbols are the same as those defined in form (3). square roots: (I -1)1/2; Obviously, the algorithm for the computation of an analogical tolerance relation is P tactable, whereas the algorithm for the computation of a compositional tolerance relation is exponential. Thus, it is clear that analogical algorithm has obvious advantage over the compositional one with respect to the computational complexity.
Complexity of Two Rule-Firing Schemas
In this section, it is shown that the rule-firing schema for a restructured rule base is more effective than that for the unrestructured one in terms of computational complexity.
In its unstructured form, suppose we have a rule base with I rules, and that we have only one rule which can satisfy a prespecified threshold of similarity for an observation, and it is the last rule in the rule base. Now, when it is restructured, the rule base with I rules and S clusters, S < I, would have (I -S)/S rules in each of its clusters under the assumption that the rules are evenly distributed. For the restructured rule base, let us again assume that rule which satisfies the threshold is still the last rule in the rule base. Under these assumptions, for the rule base that is not restructured, we have to search I rules in terms of an exhaustive search, whereas for the restructured rule base, we just have to search for the S + (I-S)/S rules in terms of an exhaustive search. Suppose for a specific matching algorithm, computational complexity for searching one rule is f(K), then computational complexity of rule firing for restructured rule base is f(K)[S + (I -S)/S] with respect to an exhaustive search, whereas the complexity for the unrestructured rule base is f(K)I. However, if our postulates are extended, i.e., the rule to be fired is not the last rule in the rule base, then the comparison of computational complexity may only be done by probabilistic analysis and the probabilities imposed depend on the structure of the rule base and clustering, which depends on the probability of occurrence for the requirement to search.
It is clear that when S = I, or S = 1, the two rule bases are the same, i.e., no restructuring takes place. For the special case considered above, the optimal number of clusters may be found as follows:
CP = f(K)[S + (I -S)/S]
where CP is the computational complexity. The differential of CP with respect to S is:
Setting CP' = 0, we get S = 11/2, and CP" = 2f(K)I 1/2. So, when I 4= Q, CP" > O, .'. S = I 1/2 gives the minimum value of CP.
Therefore, when the number of clusters S = 11/2, the computational complexity of the restructured rule base reaches its optimal value, i.e., we have the least number of searches, given that the rules are evenly distributed among the cluster centers. On the basis of this analysis, we had suggested earlier in section 5.1. that the number of clusters should roughly be equal to the square root of the number of rules in the rule base.
EXAMPLE
In this section, we present six numerical examples to illustrate our proposed method. First two examples are for the restructuring of the single antecedent rule base using compositional tolerance relations based on S-implication and R-implication, respectively. Next two examples are for the restructuring of the single antecedent rule base on analogical tolerance relations with S-implication and R-implication, followed by yet another example showing a multi-antecedent rule base restructuring based on analogical tolerance relation with S-implication. The search schema is demonstrated in the final example.
Rule Base Restructuring with Compositional S-implication
Suppose the relationship between two linguistic variables inventory (X) and production (Y) are expressed with four rules R (1), R ~2), R (3), R (4) 
= F (3) = 3-(7)
Notice that we do not have to compute F (4 1) to derive a similarity relation.
For o~ = 0.85 and a = 0.60, we have The partition ~=0.85 shows that R (1) and R (2) fall into one cluster and R (3), R (4) are individual clusters by themselves, and the partition Jr,=0.60 shows that R (1), R (2), R (3) fall into one category and leave R (4) for another.
When a = 0.85, finding cluster centers is not necessary. For the first cluster, either R (1) or R (2) can be the center, and R (3) and R (4) The minimum is J (~Z)(F, B1) . Therefore, the cluster center is R (2).
Rule Base Restructuring with Compositional R-implication
With the same definition of the the rule base restructuring under section 2.1., as follows: With the Euclidian metric on this set, we compute the nearness measures in the same way as in section 7.1. Therefore, the tolerance relation is: The partition 4=0.75 shows that R (~) and R (2) fall into one cluster and R (3) and R (4) are individual clusters by themselves, and the partition ~=0.55 shows that R (a), R (z), and R (3) fall into one category and leave R (4) for another.
Rule Base Restructuring with Analogical S-implication
When we adopt AAR inference schema, recall that we do not need to compute the matrices for A =* C = A c t3 C. Instead, we calculate: A j) , mNr( C i, Cj)} for S-implication.
B. Tiirksen and S. Jiang
For our example, the analogical nearness measure for R °), R (2) is computed as follows:
In the Euclidian space, we have; In the same way, we can determine F: The partition 5r~=0.85 shows that R (2) and R (3) fall into one cluster and R (1) and R (4) are individual clusters by themselves, and the partition ~=0.55 shows that R (1), R (2), R (3) fall into one category and R (4) is another individual cluster.
When a = 0.55, we can find the cluster center by calculating Js (F, B) .
By the same method presented in section 7.1, we have: The minimum one is B2. Therefore, the cluster center is R (2).
Js(F,
B1
Rule Base Restructuring with Analogical R-implication
When an R-implication is chosen in accordance with some specific requirement, we develop analogical tolerance relation by computing
In our example, let us choose T-norm to be min operator, then we have a tolerance relation as follows: Hence, R (a) and R (2) are in one cluster, and leave R (3) in an individual one, and thus being left out, R (4) also forms a cluster of its own.
Multi-antecedent Results Base Restructuring with Analogical S-implication
Here we show a simple example with two antecedents and one consequent rule base clustering schema with S-implication under analogical reasoning. The schema for compositional case will lead to the establishment of three-dimensional matrices. Therefore we neglect the demonstration here.
Suppose we have three rules in a rule base, and 0 ~ F' = 3, t ~ F = 3. The elements of linguistic value set are High (t = 1, 0 = 1), Low (t = 2, 0 = 2), Medium (t = 3, 0 = 3). R(I): if the inventory (X1) is High (A(~ 1)) and demand (X2) is Low (z(2)~ then the production rate is (should be) Low (C~2)); The algorithms for computing similarity relation and cluster centers will be the same as those indicated in section 3.
to the observation. Even though we are not satisfied with the similarity measure on the rule so fired, it is the best we can get from our rule base.
DISCUSSION
The motivation for restructuring the fuzzy rule base stems from two main characteristics of fuzzy rule bases. The first lies in the size of the rule bases in expert systems. The second and the most important one concerns the consistency of fuzzy rule bases. In this paper, with the proposed method, we reorganize a fuzzy rule base with respect to the closeness measure among rules. By putting similar rules together and selecting the center to represent the class of rules, we get a more organized rule base with the advantages of rule search and firing. This is the first step towards the rule base restructuring in our sequential research. In our future study, we will investigate the consistency of a rule base by introducing modal logic and functional analysis based on the rule base restructured so far. The properties of logical connections between rules and functional characteristics of corresponding linguistic values will provide sufficient information to check the consistency of a rule base. Our future research will lead to discarding globally or/and locally the linguistic variables that are significantly inconsistent.
